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LHC

➡ Geneva, Switzerland

➡ pp collider with 17 miles 
circumference

➡ two multi-purpose 
detectors: ATLAS, CMS

➡ Every second, 20million 
collisions happen at each 
experiment. 

➡ At ATLAS, 100million 
detector cells are read 
out and the 20million 
events are filtered in real-
time down to 400 events 
per second.
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Particle Physics and the Higgs Boson

1964: Mechanism for electroweak symmetry breaking proposed. Higgs boson is 
manifestation of the underlying scalar field. It was later used to build “The Standard Model 
of Particle Physics”. Every particle that this model predicted was found: e.g. W, Z and top.
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The Higgs Boson and the Need For a Combination
Understanding electroweak symmetry breaking is one of the primary objectives of the LHC. A Higgs 
boson was recently discovered in the search for the Standard Model Higgs boson. Now attention 
turns to studying its properties.

There are various options for production and decay of the Higgs. Their importance depends on mH. 
For the currently interesting region, the production through gluon-gluon-Fusion and Vector-Boson-
Fusion and the decays to γγ, ZZ→llll and WW→lνlν contribute the most.

Backgrounds (processes that are already understood) are huge. After many months of continuous 
running both in 2011 and 2012, we found ~60 candidate Higgs events that decayed to four leptons.
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Table 6: Summary of the individual channels entering the combination. The transition points between separately optimised mH regions are indicated
where applicable. In channels sensitive to associated production of the Higgs boson, V indicates a W or Z boson. The symbols ! and " represent
direct products and sums over sets of selection requirements, respectively.

Higgs Boson Subsequent Sub-Channels mH Range
!

L dt Ref.Decay Decay [GeV] [fb#1]
2011

$
s =7 TeV

H % ZZ(&)
4! {4e, 2e2µ, 2µ2e, 4µ} 110–600 4.8 [87]
!!"  " {ee, µµ} ! {low, high pile-up} 200–280–600 4.7 [125]
!!q  q {b-tagged, untagged} 200–300–600 4.7 [126]

H % ## – 10 categories {pTt ! $# ! conversion} " {2-jet} 110–150 4.8 [127]

H % WW(&) !"!" {ee, eµ/µe, µµ} ! {0-jet, 1-jet, 2-jet} ! {low, high pile-up} 110–200–300–600 4.7 [106]
!"qq' {e, µ} ! {0-jet, 1-jet, 2-jet} 300–600 4.7 [128]

H % %%

%lep%lep {eµ} ! {0-jet} " {!!} ! {1-jet, 2-jet, VH} 110–150 4.7

%lep%had
{e, µ} ! {0-jet} ! {Emiss

T < 20 GeV, Emiss
T ( 20 GeV} 110–150 4.7 [129]

" {e, µ} ! {1-jet} " {!} ! {2-jet}
%had%had {1-jet} 110–150 4.7

VH % Vbb
Z % "" Emiss

T ) {120 # 160, 160 # 200,( 200 GeV} 110–130 4.6
W % !" pWT ) {< 50, 50 # 100, 100 # 200,( 200 GeV} 110–130 4.7 [130]
Z % !! pZT ) {< 50, 50 # 100, 100 # 200,( 200 GeV} 110–130 4.7

2012
$
s =8 TeV

H % ZZ(&) 4! {4e, 2e2µ, 2µ2e, 4µ} 110–600 5.8 [87]
H % ## – 10 categories {pTt ! $# ! conversion} " {2-jet} 110–150 5.9 [127]

H % WW(&) e"µ" {eµ, µe} ! {0-jet, 1-jet, 2-jet} 110–200 5.8 [131]

Table 7: Characterisation of the excess in the H % ZZ(&) % 4!, H% ## and H%WW(&)% !"!" channels and the combination of all channels
listed in Table 6. The mass value mmax for which the local significance is maximum, the maximum observed local significance Zl and the expected
local significance E(Zl) in the presence of a SM Higgs boson signal at mmax are given. The best fit value of the signal strength parameter µ̂ at
mH = 126 GeV is shown with the total uncertainty. The expected and observed mass ranges excluded at 95% CL (99% CL, indicated by a *) are
also given, for the combined

$
s = 7 TeV and

$
s = 8 TeV data.

Search channel Dataset mmax [GeV] Zl [&] E(Zl) [&] µ̂(mH = 126 GeV) Expected exclusion [GeV] Observed exclusion [GeV]

H % ZZ(&) % 4!
7 TeV 125.0 2.5 1.6 1.7 ± 1.1
8 TeV 125.5 2.6 2.1 1.3 ± 0.8

7 & 8 TeV 125.0 3.6 2.7 1.4 ± 0.6 124–164, 176–500 131–162, 170–460

H% ##

7 TeV 126.0 3.4 1.6 2.2 ± 0.7
8 TeV 127.0 3.2 1.9 1.5 ± 0.6

7 & 8 TeV 126.5 4.5 2.5 1.8 ± 0.5 110–140 112–123, 132–143

H%WW (&)% !"!"

7 TeV 135.0 1.1 3.4 0.5 ± 0.6
8 TeV 120.0 3.3 1.0 1.9 ± 0.7

7 & 8 TeV 125.0 2.8 2.3 1.3 ± 0.5 124–233 137–261

Combined

7 TeV 126.5 3.6 3.2 1.2 ± 0.4
8 TeV 126.5 4.9 3.8 1.5 ± 0.4

7 & 8 TeV 126.5 6.0 4.9 1.4 ± 0.3 110–582 111–122, 131–559
113–532 (*) 113–114, 117–121, 132–527 (*)

9. Results

The addition of the 8 TeV data for theH% ZZ(&)% 4!,
H% ## and H%WW (&)% e"µ" channels, as well as the
improvements to the analyses of the 7 TeV data in the
first two of these channels, bring a significant gain in
sensitivity in the low-mass region with respect to the
previous combined search [17].

9.1. Excluded mass regions

The combined 95% CL exclusion limits on the pro-
duction of the SM Higgs boson, expressed in terms of

the signal strength parameter µ, are shown in Fig. 7(a)
as a function of mH . The expected 95% CL exclu-
sion region covers the mH range from 110 GeV to
582 GeV. The observed 95% CL exclusion regions are
111–122 GeV and 131–559 GeV. Three mass regions
are excluded at 99% CL, 113–114, 117–121 and 132–
527 GeV, while the expected exclusion range at 99% CL
is 113–532 GeV.

9.2. Observation of an excess of events
An excess of events is observed nearmH=126 GeV in

the H%ZZ(&)% 4! and H% ## channels, both of which

17

Inputs

Combination of 15 channels of which 12 are used for the test of a Higgs with 
mH = 126 GeV. To enhance sensitivity, a further division into ~100 sub-channels is done.
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LHC Model Building Introduction

Counting events.

Underlying physical process is statistical and not deterministic:

But we can only measure the event rate:

              rate   =    flux ⋅ cross section ⋅ efficiency ⋅ acceptance
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LHC Model Building Introduction

All analyses are counting events. The distribution and number of events is taken into 
account in the “marked Poisson model”:

In the context of the search for a signal S with strength μ on top of a background B:

➡ f(x), fS(x) and fB(x) are probability density functions (PDFs).

➡ For most of our models, the PDFs and data are provided in binned form.

9

1 Introduction

The HistFactory is a tool to build parametrized probability density functions (pdfs) in the
RooFit/RooStats framework based based on simple ROOT histograms organized in an XML
file. The pdf has a restricted form, but it is su�ciently flexible to describe many analyses
based on template histograms. The tool takes a modular approach to build complex pdfs from
more primative conceptual building blocks. The resulting PDF is stored in a RooWorkspace
which can be saved to and read from a ROOT file.

1.1 Preliminaries

Let us begin by considering the simple case of a single channel with one signal and one back-
ground contribution and no systematics based on the discriminating variable is x. While
we will not continue with this notation, let us start with the familiar convention where the
number of signal events is denoted as S and the number of background events as B. Similarly,
denote the signal and background “shapes” as f

S

(x) and f

B

(x) and note the these are proba-
bility density functions normalized so that

R
dxf(x) = 1. It is common to introduce a “signal

strength” parameter µ such that µ = 0 corresponds to the background-only hypothesis and
µ = 1 corresponds to the nominal signal+background hypothesis. This continuous parameter
µ is our parameter of interest.

Now we ask what the probability model is for obtaining n events in the data where
the discriminating variable for event e has a value xe; thus the full dataset will be denoted
{x

1

. . . xn}. First one must include the Poisson probability of obtaining n events when µS+B

are expected. Secondly, one must take into account the probability density of obtaining xe

based on the relative mixture f

S

(x) and f

B

(x) for a given value of µ. Putting those two
ingredients together one obtains what statisticians call a “marked Poisson model”:

P({x
1

. . . xn}|µ) = Pois(n|µS +B)

"
nY

e=1

µSf

S

(xe) +Bf

B

(xe)

µS +B

#
. (1)

If one imagines the data as being fixed, then this equation depends on µ and is called the
likelihood function L(µ). Simply taking the logarithm of the equation above and remembering
that Pois(n|⌫) = ⌫

n
e

�µ
/n! gives us a familiar formula referred to by physicists as an “extended

maximum likelihood fit” :

� lnL(µ) = �n ln(µS +B) + (µS +B) + lnn!�
nX

e=1

ln


µSf

S

(xe) +Bf

B

(xe)

µS +B

�

= (µS +B) + lnn!�
nX

e=1

ln [µSf
S

(xe) +Bf

B

(xe)] . (2)

Since HistFactory is based on histograms, it is natural to think of the binned equivalent
of the probability model above. Denoted the signal and background histograms as ⌫

sig

b and

⌫

bkg

b , where b is the bin index and the histograms contents correspond to the number of events
expected in the data. We can relate the bin ⌫b and the shape f(x) via

fS(xe) =
⌫

sig

be

S�be
and fB(xe) =

⌫

bkg

be

B�be
, (3)

where be is the index of the bin containing xe and �be is the width of that same bins. Note,

because the f(x) are normalized to unity we have S =
P

b ⌫
sig

b

and B =
P

b ⌫
bkg

b

.

2

weighted sum of signal and 
background PDFs evaluated 

at all observed events

P({x1 . . . xn}|⌫) = Pois(n|⌫)
nY

e=1

f(xe)

Probability of observing 
n events for ν expected
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Template Model

Most Higgs searches are based on 
Histogram templates.

Still the same Lagrangian from the 
coffee cup.

Complicated event generators.

Expensive simulation of the 
detector (~20min per event).

Allows testing the hypothesis 
without the red signal histogram 
(μ=0) against the hypothesis with 
the red signal histogram (μ=μ̂).

Generative model.

Can measure μ.

Systematic effects in yield and 
shape are included (more later).
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of them fails the transverse impact parameter selection.606

This procedure allows the tt̄ and Z+ jets backgrounds to607

be estimated simultaneously from a fit to the m12 distri-608

bution.609

To determine the reducible `` + ee background, a610

CR is formed by relaxing the selection criteria for the611

electrons of the sub-leading pair: each of these elec-612

trons is then classified as “electron–like” or “fake–like”613

based on requirements on appropriate discriminating614

variables [101]. The numbers of events with di↵erent615

combinations of “electron–like” or “fake–like” objects616

are then used to estimate the true composition of the617

CR (in terms of isolated electrons, non-prompt electrons618

from heavy-flavour decays, electrons from photon con-619

versions and jets misidentified as electrons), from which620

the expected yields in the signal region can be obtained621

using transfer factors from the MC simulation.622

Similar techniques are used to determine the back-623

grounds for the VBF–like and VH–like categories.624

5.4. Systematic uncertainties625

The dominant sources of systematic uncertainty af-626

fecting the H ! ZZ⇤ 8 TeV analysis are listed in Table 6627

(see Ref. [2] for the 7 TeV analysis). Lepton reconstruc-

Table 6: For mH = 125 GeV and the 8 TeV data analysis, the impact of
the main sources of systematic uncertainty specific to the H ! ZZ⇤
channel on the signal yield, estimated reducible background, event
migration between categories and mass measurement. Uncertainties
common to all channels are listed in Table 1.

Source Uncertainty (%)

Signal yield 4µ 2µ2e 2e2µ 4e
Muon reconstruction and identification ±0.8 ±0.4 ±0.4 -
Electron reconstruction and identification - ±8.7 ±2.4 ±9.4

Reducible background (inclusive analysis) ±24 ±10 ±23 ±13
Migration between categories

ggF/VBF/VH contributions to VBF–like cat. ±32/11/11
ZZ⇤ contribution to VBF–like cat. ±36
ggF/VBF/VH contributions to VH–like cat. ±15/5/6
ZZ⇤ contribution to VH–like cat. ±30

Mass measurement 4µ 2µ2e 2e2µ 4e
Lepton energy and momentum scale ±0.2 ±0.2 ±0.3 ±0.4

628

tion, identification and selection e�ciencies, as well as629

energy and momentum resolutions and scales, are de-630

termined using large control samples from the data, as631

described in Section 2. Only the electron uncertainty632

contributes significantly to the uncertainty on the signal633

yield.634

The background uncertainty is dominated by the un-635

certainty on the transfer factors from the CRs to the sig-636

nal region and the available number of events in the con-637

trol regions.638

The uncertainty on the population of the various cate-639

gories (migration) comes mainly from the knowledge of640

the theoretical cross sections for the various production641

processes, the modelling of the underlying event and the642

the knowledge of the jet energy scale.643

The H ! ZZ⇤ ! 4` mass measurement is dis-644

cussed in Section 7.2. The main sources contributing645

to the electron energy scale uncertainty are described646

in Section 4.4; the largest impact (±0.4%) is on the 4e647

final state. Systematic uncertainties from the knowl-648

edge of the muon momentum scale (discussed in detail649

in Ref. [99]) are smaller. Mass scale uncertainties re-650

lated to FSR and background contamination are below651

±0.1%.652
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Figure 3: The distribution of the four-lepton invariant mass, m4`, for
the selected candidates in the data. The estimated background, as
well as the expected SM Higgs boson signal for mH = 124.3 GeV
(scaled by the signal strength obtained from fits to the data), are also
shown. The single-resonant peak at m4` ⇠ 90 GeV includes contribu-
tions from s-channel Z/�⇤ and t-channel (Z⇤/�⇤)(Z⇤/�⇤) production.

5.5. Results653

The reconstructed four-lepton mass spectrum after654

all selections of the inclusive analysis is shown in655

Fig. 3. The data are compared to the (scaled) ex-656

pected Higgs boson signal for mH = 124.3 GeV and657

to the estimated backgrounds. At the maximum devi-658

ation from the background-only expectation (occurring659

at mH = 124.3 GeV), the significance of the observed660

peak is 6.6� for the combined 7 TeV and 8 TeV data,661

to be compared with 4.4� expected from SM Higgs bo-662

son production at this mass. This result establishes a663

discovery-level signal in the 4` channel alone.664

Table 7 presents the numbers of observed and ex-665

pected events in the peak region. Out of a total of666
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Measuring the Higgs Mass

The mass resolution in the H→ZZ*→4l is too good for histogram based signal templates. 
Need a statistical model independent of bin boundaries. It is difficult to converge on an ad-
hoc analytic function.

Background shapes are reasonably smooth and can be further smoothened by bin-to-bin 
linear interpolation or kernel density estimates.

Signal shapes are generated at fixed mH hypotheses.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the example model that is used in this note. There are three
MC samples available with mH = 25, 30 and 35 GeV. All three samples have a slightly
di!erent shape. (a) True model. (b) Generated MC samples from the true model.

is based on nj kernels K at the simulated data points mi,j and is using
an adaptive bandwidth parameter hi,j to apply narrower kernels in regions
of high density and wider kernels in regions of low density. To increase
performance, the shapes of the KEYS PDFs can be cached.

To obtain the signal shape at mH , all fj are first shifted by !minv,j =
mH !mj and then interpolated according to

ftotal(minv | mH) =
!

j

wj(mH) fj(minv | mH !mj)

where the coe"cients wj(mH) are B-spline basis functions. B-splines are
fast to evaluate, have local support, are positive by definition and cannot be
evaluated at various orders to adjust the degree of “smoothing” and the size
of the local support.

A side-by-side comparison between a vertical interpolation of histagrams
and this method is shown in fig 2.

So far, the shapes were PDFs and as such normalized to unity. The
normalization (or “extended term”) of the signal shapes is handled separately.
The values are interpolated with B-splines as shown in fig 3.

Systematic uncertainties that a#ect normalizations are implemented as
in HistFactory models. Responses to Higgs mass dependent systematic un-
certainties are obtained from simulations at various values of mH and inter-
mediate response values are obtained from B-splines.

3
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Vertical Interpolation: Not an Option for a High Resolution Channel

From physics, want: Shapes move left and right when changing mH. 

Vertical Interpolation: Bin heights move up and down creating two peaks at the two initial 
positions. Those are unphysical shapes.

There are other interpolation algorithms, which can in principle be built directly into the model.
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Figure 2: (a) Vertical interpolation between two binned shapes that are narrow compared
to the spacing at which fully simulated MC is available. (b) Same as (a) but using
shifting KEYS distributions for the shapes and B-Splines for the interpolation. (c) Direct
comparison between KEYS shapes and binned shapes. (d) Scan across mH .

Systematic uncertainties like energy and momentum scale uncertainties
that shift the overall signal shape can be applied directly to the KEYS PDFs.

3. Conclusion

The presented method is well suited to model signals with high resolution.
It is fast to evaluate and allows the continuous parametrization of the shape.
It does not assume a particular shape of the signal.
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Combining Kernel Density Estimates and B-splines

Adaptive width Kernel Density Estimates: KEYS [Cranmer, 2001]

With KEYS and without the discreteness 
of bin boundaries, can make use of:

and shift shapes continuously.

Using KEYS PDFs and B-spline weights:
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selection changes. This is particularly important when the shape has been
determined empirically. In general, it is di!cult to quantify the tension be-
tween an analytic shape and unbinned MC points.1 For example, tools like
”spurious signal terms” (Ref ???) have to be used to account for the fact
that the background shape might look more like the signal term than the
analytic shape allows for.

There is another alternative to model the signal shape, and that is using
kernel density estimates for example with KEYS [1]. KEYS uses variable
width kernels that are wider for regions with fewer MC samples and narrower
in regions with more MC samples. This produces smooth shapes where
histograms have large statistical fluctuations while keeping the full structure
of the shapes in regions that are more densely sampled. Kernel density
estimates do not discretise the observable space (no bin boundaries) and can
be continuously shifted.

2. Method

As with most methods, the starting point are the unbinned MC samples
for various parameter values (for example in mH). The “traditional” method
is to create histograms and use a tool like HistFactory (Ref [2]) to create
separate models for each parameter point. The example model that is used
in this note is shown in fig 1.

For this method, one procedes to create KEYS PDFs for every param-
eter point. They can be shifted continously in the observable space. This
allows to make use of simple proportionality relations between parameters
and observables. In the case of the search for a resonance of mass mH and
an invariant mass of the decay products of minv, one can make use of the fact
that

f(minv|mH +") ! f(minv +"|mH) .

There is however no assumption on the shape of f(minv|mH).
Every fully simulated parameter point mj is described by a kernel density

estimate fj that can be shifted continuously in minvby "minv,j. Each density

fj(minv | "minv,j) =
1

nj

nj!

i=1

1

hi,j
K

"
minv "mi,j ""minv,j

hi,j

#

1Comparing to binned MC histograms is better defined, but then a histogram is always
the best option independent of which measure is chosen.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the example model that is used in this note. There are three
MC samples available with mH = 25, 30 and 35 GeV. All three samples have a slightly
di!erent shape. (a) True model. (b) Generated MC samples from the true model.

is based on nj kernels K at the simulated data points mi,j and is using
an adaptive bandwidth parameter hi,j to apply narrower kernels in regions
of high density and wider kernels in regions of low density. To increase
performance, the shapes of the KEYS PDFs can be cached.

To obtain the signal shape at mH , all fj are first shifted by !minv,j =
mH !mj and then interpolated according to

ftotal(minv | mH) =
!

j

wj(mH) fj(minv | mH !mj)

where the coe"cients wj(mH) are B-spline basis functions. B-splines are
fast to evaluate, have local support, are positive by definition and cannot be
evaluated at various orders to adjust the degree of “smoothing” and the size
of the local support.

A side-by-side comparison between a vertical interpolation of histagrams
and this method is shown in fig 2.

So far, the shapes were PDFs and as such normalized to unity. The
normalization (or “extended term”) of the signal shapes is handled separately.
The values are interpolated with B-splines as shown in fig 3.

Systematic uncertainties that a#ect normalizations are implemented as
in HistFactory models. Responses to Higgs mass dependent systematic un-
certainties are obtained from simulations at various values of mH and inter-
mediate response values are obtained from B-splines.
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Continuous Parametrizations for Normalization and Systematics

B-splines interpolate signal normalizations 
in mH.

One “dynamic” B-spline interpolates 
response function for systematics in mH.
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Figure 3: B-Splines to interpolate signal normalizations. Order=1 B-Splines pass through
the control points whereas order=3 B-Splines don’t. For order!2, it is possible to optimize
the values of the control points to minimize a distance measure to the target value at these
points.
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One of the Results
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Figure 15: (a) The profile likelihood as a function of mH for the 2011 and 2012 combined data samples.
The profile likelihood is shown both with (solid) the mass scale systematics from electrons (MSS(e)) and
from muons (MSS(µ)) and without (dashed), i.e. with the corresponding nuisance parameters fixed to
their best fit values. The 68% CL uncertainty is determined by the points where the profile likelihood
curve crosses 1. (b) Likelihood ratio contours in the µ, mH plane that, in the asymptotic limit, correspond
to 68% and 95% level contours, again shown with (dark dashed) and without (lighter dashed) MSS(e)
and MSS(µ).
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ATLAS Overview: ~3000 People

Performance groups: e/gamma, Flavor tagging, Jet/EtMiss, Tau, Muon, Tracking, Simulation
Trigger and Luminosity groups
Physics groups: SM, B, Top, Higgs, SUSY, Exotics, Heavy Ion, Monte Carlo
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ATLAS celebrating the discovery
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Likelihoods from Domain Experts

We have experts for counting many things to very high precision. 

Need to share full Likelihoods: serialize, write to disk and store.
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Statistically Independent Measurements with the same Instrument

The Higgs group uses results and their uncertainties from performance groups.

Correlated Systematics: both measurements involve for example the muon momentum 
as measured by the muon spectrometer. The same physics object (here, a muon) has the 
same systematic in the momentum measurement irrespective of whether the process that 
is studied is Z→μμ or H→WW*→eνμν.
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The on/off Problem 
(arxiv:0702156v4, HybridInstructional.C and references)

From the paper by Cousins,
Linneman,Tucker:

Often used for counting experiment:

π(b) is a Bayesian prior obtained from the noff measurement.  It cannot be used in pure 
Frequentist methods.

Alternatively, one can introduce a sideband measurement (which is also how knowledge 
about b was obtained in reality):
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ATLAS Statistics Forum
DRAFT

25 May, 2010

Comments and Recommendations for Statistical Techniques

We review a collection of statistical tests used for a prototype problem, characterize their
generalizations, and provide comments on these generalizations. Where possible, concrete
recommendations are made to aid in future comparisons and combinations with ATLAS and
CMS results. These comments are quite general, and each experiment is expected to have
well-developed techniques that are (hopefully) consistent with what is presented here.

1 Preliminaries

A simple ‘prototype problem’ has been considered as useful simplification of a common HEP
situation and its coverage properties have been studied in Ref. [1] and generalized by Ref. [2].
The problem consists of a number counting analysis, where one observes n

on

events and
expects s + b events, b is uncertain, and one either wishes to perform a significance test
against the null hypothesis s = 0 or create a confidence interval on s. Here s is considered the
parameter of interest and b is referred to as a nuisance parameter (and should be generalized
accordingly in what follows). In the setup, the background rate b is uncertain, but can
be constrained by an auxiliary or sideband measurement where one expects ⌧b events and
measures n

o↵

events. This simple situation (often referred to as the ‘on/o↵’ problem) can be
expressed by the following probability density function:

P (n
on

, n
o↵

|s, b)
| {z }

jointmodel

= Pois(n
on

|s+ b)
| {z }
mainmeasurement

Pois(n
o↵

|⌧b)
| {z }

sideband

. (1)

Note that in this situation the sideband measurement is also modeled as a Poisson process
and the expected number of counts due to background events can be related to the main
measurement by a perfectly known ratio ⌧ . In many cases a more accurate relation between
the sideband measurement n

o↵

and the unknown background rate b may be a Gaussian with
either an absolute or relative uncertainty �b. These cases were also considered in Refs. [1, 2]
and are referred to as the ‘Gaussian mean problem’.

Here we rely heavily on the correspondence between hypothesis tests and confidence
intervals [3], and mainly frame the discussion in terms of confidence intervals.

While the prototype problem is a simplification, it has been an instructive example. The
first, and perhaps, most important lesson is that the uncertainty on the background rate b
has been cast as a well-defined statistical uncertainty instead of a vaguely-defined systematic
uncertainty. To make this point more clearly, consider that it is common practice in HEP to
describe the problem as

P (n
on

|s) =
Z

dbPois(n
on

|s+ b)⇡(b), (2)

where ⇡(b) is a distribution (usually Gaussian) for the uncertain parameter b, which is
then marginalized (ie. ‘smeared’, ‘randomized’, or ‘integrated out’ when creating pseudo-
experiments). But what is the nature of ⇡(b)? The important fact which often evades serious
consideration is that ⇡(b) is a Bayesian prior, which may or may-not be well-justified. It
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in gamma ray astronomy (GRA) as popularized by Li and Ma [8]), which gives
approximate results based on likelihood ratios. In Sec. 6, we briefly describe
other methods, and in Sec. 7 we compare some results obtained with all the
methods.

In the remaining sections we focus on the three main methods introduced in
Secs. 3-5, and study in detail the relations among the computed Z values and
the Type I error rates, as one spans the space of true values of the parameters.
We conclude in Sec. 10 that the little-used frequentist solution should have
much broader use, and we even advocate its prudent use in the second proto-
type problem, in which it applies only via a rough correspondence. As found in
Refs. [9,10], (which advocate some modifications) the profile likelihood method
provides remarkably good results over a wide range of parameters. Given the
richness of results even for these simple prototype problems, there remains
much work to be done, beyond the scope of this paper, in exploring per-
formance of other recipes and further generalizations to more complicated
problems [1,11–13].

Appendix A contains a summary of our notation. Appendix B has a deriva-
tion of Eqn. 4, followed in Appendix C by a proof of the “remarkable con-
nection” mentioned above. Calculational details of the various Z-values are in
Appendix D, and some implementation examples are in Appendix E.

2 Two prototype problems di!ering in the measurement of µb

2.1 The on/o! problem

In the first prototype problem, which we refer to as the “on/o!” problem, the
subsidiary measurement of µb consists of the observation of no! events in a
control region where no signal events are expected. In HEP, the control region
is commonly referred to as a “sideband” since it is typically a sample of events
which is near the signal region in some measured parameter, i.e., in a band
of that parameter alongside but disjoint from the parameter values where the
signal might exist.

This HEP prototype problem has an exact analog in gamma ray astronomy
(GRA), upon which we base our notational subscripts “on” and “o!”. The
observation of non photons when a telescope is pointing at a potential source
(“on-source”) includes both background and the source, while the observation
of no! photons with the telescope pointing at a source-free direction nearby
(“o!-source”) is the subsidiary measurement. In both the HEP and GRA
examples, we let the parameter ! denote the ratio of the expected means of

4

http://arxiv.org/pdf/physics/0702156v4.pdf
http://arxiv.org/pdf/physics/0702156v4.pdf
http://root.cern.ch/svn/root/trunk/tutorials/roostats/HybridInstructional.C
http://root.cern.ch/svn/root/trunk/tutorials/roostats/HybridInstructional.C
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Using the Same Telescope:
Correlating Systematics in the on/off Problem

Extending the previous idea for b, other nuisance parameters can be incorporated in the 
same way:

Example: electric noise is reducing the photon count. A correction is applied using a fudge 
factor, which introduces a systematic uncertainty.

Solution: from a calibrated source, the fudge factor and it’s uncertainty is determined. With 
the above prescription, the systematic uncertainty is implemented such that the amount by 
which the fudge factor is corrected is the same in both the on and the off measurement.

➡ The situation is similar at the LHC. The set of objects that are measured (jets, electron, 
photons, muons, ...) are always the same. The systematics need to be linked between 
measurements.
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L = 

Big Model, not Big Data

Combining the individual measurements and correlating systematics between 
measurements leads to a “big model problem”, not a “big data problem”.
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Model: Gaussian example
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Model: Simple Measurement

-ln(L) profile for the parameter of interest
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Model: Test Higgs Combination
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Model: Higgs Combination

Our models now contain about 800 parameters, where ~500 are associated to statistical 
fluctuations in the Monte Carlo templates.

They contain about 20,000 nodes.
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One Model, Many Methods

For every model, we can run various statistical tests and measurements.

Upper Limits are produced with three different methods that are to a large extent technically 
independent: using asymptotic formulas of the Likelihood, Frequentist Ensemble Tests and 
Bayesian MCMC
➡ Ensemble tests rely on Likelihood minimizations which can fail, MCMC does not.

Discovery Significances are produced with Asymptotics and Ensemble Tests.

Underlying technology is based on RooFit and RooStats: https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/RooStats

28

one subgroup per decay mode: 
γγ, ZZ, WW, ...

subgroups provide digital form of their 
model to combination group

combined model includes
common parameters

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/RooStats
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/RooStats
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Separate Model and Method

Serializable model. Stored in a binary file that includes a descriptor object for the model 
(ModelConfig) and the observed data.

Model files are stored and shared on a shared filesystem (for example AFS). Various 
groups can run their statistical analysis on these models.

➡ A few standard methods come with RooStats:

double StandardFrequentistDiscovery(  infile, workspaceName, modelConfigName, dataName );
void   StandardHypoTestInvDemo(       infile, workspaceName, modelConfigName, dataName );
void   StandardProfileLikelihoodDemo( infile, workspaceName, modelConfigName, dataName );
void   StandardBayesianMCMCDemo(      infile, workspaceName, modelConfigName, dataName );
void   StandardBayesianNumericalDemo( infile, workspaceName, modelConfigName, dataName );

... and more

29
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Statistics for Discovery
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Cross Checks with MultiNest and MCMC
MultiNest:
➡ multi-modal ellipsoidal sampling
➡ ellipsoidal approximation to 

posterior contour becomes 
exponentially worse with increasing 
number of parameters

➡ problems with >60 dimensions

MCMC can do fairly large number of 
dimensions if a sequential proposal 
function is used.

“Modified Frequentist upper limits” 
[Read, 2000] for Gaussian and Poisson 
models are expected to agree 
numerically between Frequentist, 
Likelihood and Bayesian methods. They 
also agree well for very large Higgs 
models as shown by ATLAS on the 
right.
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Priors for Bayesian Studies

Nuisance Parameters: “prior”s are the auxiliary measurements. The priors of the auxiliary 
measurement, “ur-prior”s, are usually taken as flat. It was shown that the result is fairly 
insensitive to their exact form given the additional information from the auxiliary 
measurement.

Discovery: one POI which is signal strength μ.
In the cross checks, we assumed flat priors in signal strength μ. For simpler but similar 
models, we calculated numerically the Jeffreys Prior which was fairly similar to the flat 
prior. 
There are different subjective views, whether the “best” subjective prior is flat in the 
experimentally motivated parameter μ or in the theoretically motivated coupling scale 
factors that scale like √μ.

Property studies: many POI, for example κV and κF.
In addition to the above problem, so called “volume effects” can lead to interesting and 
sometimes counterintuitive properties.
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Difference between Frequentist and Bayesian methods for Coupling Studies

We wanted to study the “volume effect” in banana-type Likelihood contours. 

There is no scale on these sketches to derive intervals. When constructing credibility and 
confidence intervals in practice, we found tighter limits using marginalization.
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Conclusion

This works for us: Invest effort into 
problem specific Likelihood model. 
Distribute work to domain experts. 
Combine result into one model.

Showed an improvement of template 
models beyond simple histograms that 
is used for the mass measurement of 
the Higgs boson.

Separate model and method. 
Conceptual and technical issues can 
arise with any one technique. 
Comparison of various methods for the 
same model is an important check.
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